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·9 I. Introduction 

In mid 1997 the fowidation was laid for what would eventually become the 

Remington Sportsman Model 710 project. Remington's marketing department conveyed 

they wanted a bolt action rifle to be positioned in the market as an economy priced 

centerfire rifle. Offering only the basic features and low manufacturing cost being the 

major goal. The following is marketing's specification list for the Sportsman Model 710: 

._Ji. 

\~} .. 
• Bolt action - short & long action (including magnwns) ~~z~,, '\:h 
• Standard barrels lengths (22" - 24") ,;~; <: -::>.. ·?" 8.:5 

• Synthetic stock with recoil pad & swivel studs ,, y/':'~~ "~~~ ::::: .~:}l~~h ·~~~~~J:~!}t~' 
• Wood stock may be added in the future based on inv~~~iif:~ stock.~i}ost ~;Y 'r --:~[:~ .,, ·" 

• ., . ..;.~ ;:':':I ·*~1- . -..:-1: 

• Floor-plate or detachable box magazine (low"'.~.t cost) ··1t ':b ·H~ .$~: 
• Reasonable bolt action grade trigger (~wp.ara~\~g._co~etitiv~;produ&ts) -
• Inexpensive metal finish (uniform witliout turn iJ~n.gs)fr., .·;~~ ·;;~ 
• Inexpensive adjustable sig~~~i~~mi~L. (fd'·\ ·,\J. ,,~~~~~~ 
• Accepts after-market scqpe·bases·~ni~"hot in~luifed with gun) 

·A~ "i~ I .-~ .. ,. . . .1 

• MSP $229 (no~:.was~prni~yntheti~l --~s\_.~,'l~-~i''"' 
• NSP $188'.(~oli'~inagn~ syp.theti~~i :~~-·· 
• Target'~ai~p~~~ (ne(!1,-m~~~"synthetic) 
• '~~~Pet ~ii~tiuing c~~ $103 (non-magnwn synthetic)" 

.~~f~~~;;~~~i\\:~~f .. :i~~i:·'r;;;·i;\f~~h, ~~~'.: 
,,.~;';~~:;~~~~· 't~' P~~pert~z.d in this docwnent are two concept bolt action rifles which meet and, in 
;~ .. ~ !~' . 

i~~ l~~h:- ,-::~~}· . . . . . 
~~~' .~~ n1My-,;&$es, exceed these cntena. Durmg the evolut10n of these concepts 1t was 
-~~~=- -~~r 

~~~~~~~d~f :• important to define a backbone upon which any nwnber of bolt action products could 

grow. This backbone was derived from the three components of a bolt action rifle which 

rarely, if ever, deviate in function from rifle to rifle: the fire control, the bolt, and the 

barrel. In theory, the configuration of the three components described in this docwnent 

render the receiver nothing more than a tube upon which to hang the fire control and 

locate the barrel. All strength and safety issues are being addressed by the bolt and barrel 
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interaction. An enormous array of options is then available with respect to styling, 

function, and marketing target audience. 

The primary difference between the two rifle concepts is the method in which the 

receiver (the most machining intensive component of Remington's M700) is made. 

Concept one is built around an investment cast receiver, while concept two is founded on 

an extruded tube receiver. Implementation of either receiver type would be a first for 

Remington. They also have the potential to: reduce inventory, accommodate a build to ._ '· 
\~} .. 

. ·;<··. ')~. 

order environment, and implement proprietary new technology which could 4efini!j~y -'~ r~~~ -..;· ·>,-:. ·\:-;~~ 8-' 

place Remington at the top of the bolt action market. , )~~;;~i(''~~ \~~~~ '.i,i>~~5~~~~~~~~~~~1:~!}t~
1 

\t~. .. ~{~:;_ :1~j. "i1: ~-
II. Preliminary Modern Mannfa:~~ ,~~~~es~h Ri.illts • 

Remington Arms Co. Inc. h~~;;~ori~~ct~fl/1Vith~;·1 the ''~fi\$titute of Advanced 

e Manufacturing Sciences, JW,· -~~- ~~;~~t ·:~~~:.~J''l~¢ic~'.·for cost-effective candidate 
~ -·.~~;*ifJ ·.. ·~~~.: ····~> .}~~ ~~;--1·~ 

processes for agit~,ni~u~~f~~~f f~~?components, as they apply to the Sportsman 
~~i~1~-:·.~ . :~~l~ ~~~~~ ~· "\~; ,.·· 

M~~Qi,pro~#fil~::.J~.Pr~j\minary report was submitted December 12, 1997. The areas of 
~w·" · \k ·\t "\jfi¥~ 1

&t: 

.··-"·<_;;';~~:;~~~~· ;~~gh sp~p ·~~chinlhg, forging, semi-solid forming, and assembly technologies look 
:, 1~h ~~' > 

i;~, .~IB p~c;qmtty interesting. The report gave overviews of several machining processes, but 
-~~~·-' ~~~f-

~~~~~~dW' was not specific enough to draw any conclusions. The final report is due the first week of 

March 1998. 

III. Receivers 

A. Investment Cast 

The primary manufacturing goals for the M710 receiver are low cost and to 

include as many features as possible without incurring extra cost. The investment cast 
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receiver shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3 was designed with such criteria in mind. The near 

net shape parts which investment casting renders eliminates many of the preliminary 

shaping cuts currently done on the M700 receiver. It also adds the ability to use the mold 

for casting receivers from alternate materials as they become available. 

The flat panel design of the receiver (such as seen in many contemporary shotgun 

receivers) was chosen to increase receiver stiffness, utilize cost effective two piece stocks, 

and inclusion of a rigid magazine guidance system. The flat panel receiver design has 

single piece counter parts. This is due to the fact the frequency of knots is lower the 

smaller the section of wood, i.e. less rejected blanks. 

The price advantage of two piece synthetic stocks lies mainly with the molds. 

The molds are much smaller, easier to handle, and requiring smaller less expensive 

presses in which to operate. The inclusion of another process, blow molding, could 

further reduce the capital expense and operation cost. Blow molding, a process by which 
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synthetic material is injected into a mold and distributed by compressed gas, eliminates 

the need for complex mold inserts. This process also facilitates the production of 

complex parts without increased production cost, i.e. raised Monte Carlo cheekpiece, 

palm swell, and thumb hole grip. Primarily, blow molding has not been implemented in 

stock making due to the mold size of long gun stocks and material choices. 

As seen in Figure 3, the investment cast receiver allows for a potentially less 

adverse effects on the accuracy. 

Finally, the flat panel receiver and two piece stock design provides a unique 

cosmetic look which would be very distinguishable on the shelf of any gun store. A 

desirable trait given the unflattering way in which Wal-Mart and Kmart display their 

firearms: squeezed as closely as possible together in a rack the customer can't get to with 

only the bottoms of the gun and a tag showing. 
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B. Extruded Tube Design 

When compared as a whole, conventional bolt action receivers are essentially 

steel cylinders with some geometry carved out the length of the center. The bolt and 

barrel designs exhibited in sections V and VI eliminate the need for the bolt key 

broaching operation. This turns the receiver into a thick walled tube. This tube can be 

readily obtained from a process known as extrusion. Extruded blanks (seamless blanks) 

have recently been adopted in Remington's process for making shotgun barrels. ·'· 
\1} .. 

Adapting this extruded blank approach to receiver design, coupled with high ~ed '\:h 
.r:+ .. < ~ .'':: ' ~· > • • ·\:-; ~ ~ 4S_ .Z 

·;t~-. ~:.< :. ·{~r -._ ·~~~~J- .;tr~~ 
machining, could easily make receiver production more cost eff~ti,i~''.~~ 1fi"e re®i,V¢r'~~h; q,~!'.~!-· · 

. . . . ·:t w·· :~~1 ,~~h_ :jf '~1:~ , , 

shown m Figures 4 and 5 shows one such possible rece1v,~~;, ·,1t ':h ',!t .:,~· 
. ··f ·"ti~~~~=~.~ :~,:~~. -~t~·' ~~p-

Elimination of the broaching operatioh~f~~~~~~. reJ~~~!J~:~~ld haJJ a substantial 
. ,,n:;:-};'~:'~:~ .. <:~~,,,_)f\5'·\ -~,J, ·~~~~· 

- impact on the financials o~ t11~~ ctjn.~ept ri~: ";~~oa~~~ ttiols have a lead time of 16 
· ,, .. ~ ~ ~f~~ i..~~~~ ~:>~ ;:t~ -~~i;*:~'F···~ 

weeks and are agpro~~~at~~(' $~~?00~ftP_~,~~e)i R~placing this operation with a drill and 
.. .. ;:~\ ·~~~~~~;We~·'· ·;~ff: -~~~~~,;-.·'-' 

reaming ~~mtiort;Jsho'tifd reduce tool· cost and increase through put. Figure 6 depicts 
e~~~;;~~~i\~~. i~;: -~r;;;·i;\i>!1. ~~~:'. 

:~~how th~~ntejior gl?Omet:rY of an extruded tube receiver could be obtained by a step drill 
:l;~~:;~~~~· '~~' li~ \i: . 

j;~, .~IB 1~~g{5~?hpei~tion. 
-~~\'"=- i~i· 

'~~~~~~~d~fjt' Cosmetically this receiver design is very conventional (modeled after the 

Remington M788) and should be palatable to the traditionalist. This cylindrical design 

facilitates the use of a single piece stock, but also requires the integration of a recoil lug. 

Using the approach of embedding the recoil lug in the stock, and implementing a bedding 

compound as an adhesive could provide the customer with the impression each barreled 

action has a custom fit. The use of bedding compound in Remington M700 rifles was 
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proven to reduce five shot group size by .3 inches (with a 90% confidence interval) in the 

30-06 caliber. The receivers mating cut for the recoil lug can be seen in Figure 5. 

Barrel attachment for this design will also be more conventional. External threads 

on the barrel and internal threads in the receiver will be req1:1ired. In addition, these 

threads will also have to be timed. This is due the nature the mating system between the 

bolt and barrel described in the subsequent sections. This method of attachment is very 

prevalent in the gwi community and should be readily accepted. 

IV. Fire Control 

A. 

design acceptance test. 

The reasoning behind a linked fire control being considered is mainly the inherent 

advantages associated with such a mechanism. By eliminating the contact surfaces 

between the sear and the trigger, and replacing them with a toggle system, one disperses 

with such issues as surface quality and perpendicularity. Connecting the trigger to the 
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sear via a series of links also ensures that ifthe trigger is forward, the sear is up. Last but 

not least, the feel and crispness of the prototyped linked fire controls is superior to the 

production fire control of the Remington Model 700. Often thought to be the best 

production fire control on the market today. 

The 4X4 and 6-Bar both have limitations though. The intricate nature of the 6-

Bar's parts make it sensitive to assembly procedures. It also suffers from the highest part 

Couple these things with only .010 inch of the trigger to fire the mechanism, and an 

expected cycle life of 100,000 plus rounds, the M710 fire control has the potential to be 

the best performing mechanical fire control the bolt action market has ever seen. For a 

detailed explanation of the workings of linkage fire controls and the M7 l 0 fire control see 

Appendix A. Note, all expectations and predictions as they apply the M710 fire control 
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are based on data obtained from 6-Bar and 4X4 testing; dynamic and kinimatic analysis 

of modeled M710 parts; and the authors knowledge and expertise in the subject matter. 

B. Trigger Housing 

The vast difference in the receivers of the two concepts for the Sportsman M710 

poses interesting possibilities in how to package its fire control. The investment cast 

receiver of concept one lends itself to a trigger assembly incorporating a trigger guard. 

Not unlike the synthetic and alwninwn trigger housings used in the Remington 870 and 

and a rendering is unavailable. 

The safety shown in Figures 7 and 8 is a three-position tang safety. The first 

position is the fire position; the state in which the firearm can be discharged and the bolt 

cycled. The second position is the safe position, the firearm will not discharge but the 

bolt can be cycled. The third position is the safe and bolt lock position. In this position 

the safety mechanism of position two is engaged, and the bolt is rendered immobile. This 
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type of safety has features not presently available in the Remington M700, and could be 

construed as an improvement over that rifle. 

There are two possible safety configurations for the common fire control style 

housing. The first is the tang safety just described. The second is a cross bolt style safety 

synonymous with the conunon fire control, and the more recent Remington 597. This 

cross bolt approach requires fewer parts and would be easier to assemble than its tang 

Set screws were placed in the trigger, toggler, and firing pin head to address tolerances 

associated with distance past toggle, safety engagement, and contact area between the 

sear and firing pin head. In this respect the M7 l 0 fire control should be' more robust than 

the Remington M700's. 
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E. Status 

The M710 fire control has entered the final stages of preliminary design. All the 

parts have been modeled and are presently being detailed. Extensive kinematic analysis 

has been completed on Working Model and confirmation of the kinematic results has 

begun on Adams. The M7 l 0 fire control has been designed to operate on a Remington 

M700 slave housing. This fire control assembly will attach to and function in a 

design was taken to expedite testing, which should start in February· t 998. 

A. 

B. Integration of the Bolt Handle and Bolt Body 

More cost effective ways of producing a bolt handle has long since been a goal of 

Remington manufacturing. The recent evolutionary advancements in investment casting 

and drop forging technologies may aid in attaining this goal. By combining the bolt 

handle and bolt body as a single casting or forging, it may be possible to eliminate a 
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brazing operation and reduce the total part count. Part porosity and surface finish would 

be issues of concern in these processes. 

C. Three Lugs 

Incorporating the locking system into the barrel places size constraints on the 

bolts' lugs. In the Remington M700 the bolt's lugs are approximately the same diameter 

as the barrel. In the concept bolts' case, this can not be true. The bolt's lug diameter 

must be small enough to enter act with the barrels locking system, but also be strong ,_ 
·\~},, 

enough to hand the high proof pressures of today's magnum shells, see Figures 6 ari8~13. :-:h 
-- ;}! :~~-- '.:\ - '~:;_'.~:- -~~~~8~~ .;~!'.~' 

To accomplish this a three lug system has been designed. ~s ~Zes -~ lo~!9~1f ~~~~t,: ·,;,;,~f~--- · 
=:;~~\ .. ·~~~ -~F!- J~~ t 

surface area, while minimizing head diameter. The 60° -b,q!t thrctiv. is an s~ded o~e:ili:. It 
_ _..t<_)'., ~;m(~\'!L- ':~~~'- \,;~. '

11
" 

alleviates any chance of interaction between t~~:bol~-~p th~:._,scop~~ing cycling. 
,,.:1:~~'::i~;~·- _, ~/j. ·1:~;- ·- . 

D. 
Field Striooab~.j c)iO 'I~, ·1i~:· ' ' '"1!: ;~~;,;;!;'.':'" ' ·· 
This conc~pt~plt also ifi!tJude~ a fir,~for ltemington - it is fully field strippable. 

~~;R. ~-:.~~~- -vi~::~~~ ··~L ~~~~j{:~~~~~~ 
Very s~j~ ~pti~h) the S~-0 IV.and the Styr Safe Bolt, this concept bolt's firing 

.j~~fi~~~~)~\~:!;,. ''.~~~: <:f~;~-~.:~-. '\~~ ~~~~. 
-~~pin ass~bl~;cari~~mb'ved by twisting the bolt plug clockwise 90 degrees, with respect 

j~rv:r;~~~~- ;~ijlR the 9mt ~~dy. Unlike the competition, the bolt plug and firing pin assembly will 
·:~51 ,~ij ~~~::~~-·:·~·~;~~o~t'· 
1 1h~.. ,#~ji rem~in in tact. Allowing easy cleaning and reassembly. A patent search is underway and 

~~~~~t'*'" 

the risk factor is presently considered low. 

E. Reduction in Part Complexity & Tolerance Sensitivity 

Several· parts in the concept bolt have been reduced in complexity, and optimized 

for tolerance insensitivity. The firing pin head is a perfect example. As shown in Figure 

11, this firing pin head is a simple powder metal part with two holes (one of which is 

e threaded). The tail of the firing pin head acts as a cocking indicat~r. but also the locking 
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mechanism which keeps the bolt plug from turning as the bolt is opened and closed. The 

large diameter hole locates the firing pin in the bolt plug, while the threaded hole contains 

the contact pin. This technique of single-part-multi-functionality is key to product 

robustness and part count minimization. 

The contact pin has four roles: it serves as the contact surface between the sear 

and the firing pin head; it retains the firing pin in the firing pin head; it retains the contact 

bushing; and it takes up all the tolerances in the system return. This is a simple screw '· 
\~} .. 

. ·;<··. ')~. 

machine part. It absorbs the most punishment in the bolt assembly, and C<ltl easi:J~htI;>~ ·'~ r~~~ -..;· ·>,-:. ·\:-;~~ .iS. .z 
· ...... ~:.-1~·-. ·~~~~J- .;tr~~ 

made from alloys designed for such a task. , )~~;;~i(''~~ \~~~~ :~;>~~;.:; __ ~~~~~ ·::~~!'.~!,'. 
\t~ . ~{~:; :1~j- -~1- ~-

The contact bushing is also a multifunction pWf::<:;~~e~-by th6.·~~ntactiirf{the 
,,.~/~~~:'"'.·-- '~E1 '<!b,~ ;~\ \;;~ 9 

bushing rolls on the bolt cam cut. ... "!his :,_tolli~?-;,_~cti~n, s1ii~9 increase bolt life 
. ~_;*·~~:.::·'j~~'°c~~~;~-., \~~~i .. )f,"!i=' ~:~~· e significantly, while reducing b_qlt 1~ force!M~t ~ sa,ine.~tiriie. It should also be noted, 

.Ai1rfr: '"~~; ~:;;.; l~; ·-~~r~~-F' 
during the 4X4 f~r c~trol ~${.St~~ ni~ett~n coating the contact surface on the firing 

~·~.::c.. ;:~\ ·~~~~~~;We~·'· ·;~t~. -~~~~~,;·.·'·' 

p~,;i~i~~ ifilR~X:~.~-00~~~?1t life during dry cycling as we11. 
~~:~i,t '-:·~;~~~~ . ·~!:t. -~·1;'~ft:~~\ ~&~~ • 
dr. ~j,:1n:1rPm aiiiJ· Lock-Time 

.-. ~;';~~:;~~~~- ~~' ~~~ ;v, 

j~! -~~ 1~h~;~~.,;;\~~ c~~cept bolt body has a larger diameter than the Remington M700's bolt 
-~~~=- :.~~ .... 
'~~~~~~~d~f~r body. This allows for a larger diameter spring to be used with the firing pin. A spring's 

diameter has a dramatic effect on the energy to load ratio of a spring. The larger the 

diameter, the greater the energy for a specified load. What this means is: primer indents 

can be kept in SAAMI speck with lower cocking forces on the spring, i.e. lower bolt lift 

forces. This coupled with the contact bushing should cancel out any adverse effects in 

bolt lift forces the 60° bolt throw may have. 
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Lock-time should also be positively affected by these changes. To keep the spring 

from buckling in the bolt body, the firing pin has a star shaped cross section, see Figure 6. 

This star shape also adds mass to the pin. Mass was the variable found to have the most 

effect on primer indent in the M700 improvements program. The higher energy spring 

coupled with the more massive firing pin should reduce the travel distance needed to 

supply adequate primer indent, therefore, reducing lock time. 

Manufacture of a complex shape such as the firing pin could be preformed by a ._Ji. 

\~} .. 
relatively new process - micro-forging. An interesting process, which over the past~~ '\:h 

.• }~ ''.~L '.:::. ·:\;~. ·:~~~a~i .;~r~, 
years has become very competitive and capable of producing s~al~\:P~~- With;~ry t~lrt'''··~~~~~·,.:~~!'.fo··· 

\t~- ,. ·~~~~- -~~~~. ·i1; t 

tolerances. Few secondary machining steps, if any, ai:~ n~~$.?_wi,~this ¢.~~ess. ',~~' .:,~· 

,,,,~~;:,~:,~'.\ 'l\\t:·:'\;~;!~; \~ 
A. Locking svs•e:~;/i~:f~: :r~r; '~it ·m ,;~~~r~~}~-~J~' 

The last v~ue6~4~ in_!b_e b~k bgp.~,,s>~Hiese concept rifles is the barrel. The barrel 
~·~.::c.. ;:~\ ·~~~~~~;We~·'· ·;~t~. -~~~~~,;·.·'·' 

tie,~~;;~m:,~~f~;·~~~t~ t~ether by'.''incorporating the lugs. This is not an unheard of 
,·~i~i,t '·:·~;~~·~ ·~!:~: -~· 1;~f~-~~~'.t ~&~~ 
;~ystem i~f%hE(gun 1ti'dllstry, but is generally expensive to process. The barrel designs 

... ~;';~~:;~~~~· ~"' ~~~ +. 
j~~ .. ~1$"~-~'figur~ 12 could possibly sercomvent this deterrent. Incorporating the lugs into 
:~~~:. J~t .,,,, :.<.'' ' 

~~~~~~~d~7:• a barrel is generally done by boring a pocket in the barrel to accommodate the bolt's lugs, 

and then pot broaching the key way for the bolt. The designs shown would be created by 

the same initial boring operation, but an end mill operation is used to cut the key ways in 

the barrel. Figure 13 shows a bolt and barrel in the locked position. Note, the only 

difference between barrel designs in Figure 12 is the external threads. The cutaway barrel 
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on the right does not need threads because of the clamp design incorporated into the 

investment cast receiver. 

B. Three Rings of Steel 

Both concept rifles incorporate the three rings of steel found in the Remington 

M700. Figure 13 shows a barrel and bolt in the locked position. The three rings of steel 

surrounding the base of the shell are easily seen. The ability of the bolt head to obturate 

in case of over pressure, and prevent the shooter from exposure to hamiful gasses has '· 
\~} .. 

proven itself in Remington M700 testing. ~~z~,, '\:h 
r~~~ ·~~;: , ~~·:,".. ·\:;~~ 8.l 

C. SR RifDing ,, 1,,;1f~ l~~ ~~.,;~~!\~\~~!!>lii' 
Rifling consisting of five lands and five grooves.,;~!l) i~'~e rifl~ co+4fion 

of this barrel design. The Russians have used;~~~~;i~in;'~~J~·tq:1~i#ieir·~~per ~~es for e 
,,,-<;:·};'~:t:! <::i~:~' }fd'·\ '\1, ··~~~~ e year. Remington most recent~¥_ iomiement~~ it~iri. its ?27 rimfire line, with very good 

results. .... '~" :(::::, ;~!~,'\¥";~)~ ··;~,;~f!'' 
D. Al~t~.te G~nfljirations \j: · 
-.i~?.~;;~~~i''::,,,,, ·:i~('t;;;_•;, ,\%, ~~h. 

~~(· l!tie r~s 8~~~. in&>rporated into the barrel also has the added benefit of begin 

;/''~!~ j~'.: to,,,JoYilinda~·black powder and slug versions. A black powder version of the 
.g~ -~~ ""·•,::~· .. ;;/ 

;~~J'. J~f conc~pt rifles could be accomplished with only a change in the bolt head and installation 
~~~~~~=.?~~! / 

of a breach plug and a nipple in the barrel. Alterations to the receiver, such as those seen 

in the Remington M700 muzzle loader receiver, would not be needed. A 12-gauge slug 

gun would also be possible, but some issues around the extractor and the size of the lugs 

need further investigation. The key to either alternate configuration is to design the 

receiver big enough to accept the outside barrel diameter. 
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VII. Magazine 

Basically three options exist for the magazine clip of the M710: add use the 

Remington M700 clip, design an all synthetic clip, or create a new stamped version. The 

main deciding factor is what's the desired customer's perceived value. For an 

economical firearm a synthetic clip is probably fine, for a high-end firearm resistance 

would probably be meet. In any case, the only novelty associated with the conceptualized 

rifles. 

The areas for possible cost savings are many. For the investment cast receiver 

version they are as follows: the receiver should require less machining than the M700 

receiver; decreased tolerance sensitivity in several areas; two piece stock; elimination of 

barrel threading operation; elimination of the recoil lug~ elimination of the receiver 
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broaching operation; and elimination of the bolt handle brazing operation. For the 

extruded tube receive concept rifle the cost benefits are as follows: the receiver should 

require less machining than the M700 receiver; decreased tolerance sensitivity in several 

areas; elimination of the broaching operation in the receiver; and elimination of the bolt 

handle brazing operation. 

The important thing to note in both concepts, the design of the over all gun is such 

that performance should be equal to better than the Remington Model M700. Another 
._Ji. 

\1} .. 
fact is the receiver dimensions are set up to accommodate ultra magnwn and 12-g~ ')h 

.• }~ ''.~L '.:\ ·:·;·;~- .,:~~~8 -'i .;~t~, 
slug shells. These facts coupled with the ease of conversion blac~ ~~~~r'Inak~~ith~;9f''''-·~~~~~·::~~!'.~--·· 

\~~~ . ·~Kl -~*~·1. -~~ t 

the concept bolt actions rifles viable candidates to beCQ1:1,l;e th~lR.emin'-gt<m Sp~ttstian 

M710. ;'.:~/~'~)~:, -(,n~i~;;!;\~:~~,:~.:_t.·:. \~;b ,~!' 
'.~··:~~ ~~;~. :;::;: ,:.·· -~~~"' ~ =.-.~~ ·,, , _ 

. ~,;r~.:>·-~,. \);~~, :;:·:~~i.-:.)f,~.!!=·.-·· ··=,~ 

IX. .A~er~?,te Mi);'1a~, of_~"'~c'rition 
.Ai1rfr: "~~; ~:;;.; l~; ·-~~r~~·F' 

If one ev~\µat~· the.,two~;~ntj~.Ptli¢i~s in the configurations described in the 
'~7:h. :;j\ ~~~~~fi*'·~·· 'ih ~t;:N"' 

s~, "<!f~~~~~ct~%di~fence in '"Value would most likely be evident. This would 
,·~i~i,t '-:·~;~~~ ·~!:~: -~·1;'~ft·~~\ ~&~~ 

d"''""f> ~robabty'' ~'ed olfliow people view synthetics and the cosmetic differences between 

~~~ ··~ t .J~f:~S, not on the performance of the firearms (they are expected to be equal). Due 

'·;~~'- J~t 
~~~~~~~d~f :• to the fact the concept rifles have a very high number of interchangeable parts, the unique 

opportunity two produce two bolt action rifles with minimwn capital investment exists. 

The introduction date of the Sportsman M710 corresponding with the year 2000 also 

encourages this opportunity. Introducing the investment cast receiver concept rifle as the 

economically priced Sportsman M710 makes sense. While introducing the extruded 

receiver design as a technologically advanced high-end gun is equally logical. Both guns 
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would have high margins, exaggerated by the reduced manufacturing power needed to 

produce two products sharing a common backbone of parts. This backbone approach to 

gun manufacturing not only allows for two distinct products, but also an entire family of 

calibers ( centerfire, black powder, and shot shell). This approach to new product design 

has never been implemented in Remington. 
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